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Abstract

load coupled to a servomotor should be no more than 5 to
10 times the inertia of the motor's rotor. While this
suggestion is widely accepted as a practical 'rule of
thumb' it does not explain the causes of the associated
stability problems and promotes the costly solution of
using a larger motor when attempting to control a .load
with high inertia. For instance, Baldor (a servo motor
manufacturer) state in their product catalogue that inertia
matching is a critical motor selection criteria and although
motor-load inertia ratios of higher than 1:5 may be
possible, they are not recommended due to the possible
stability problems [Baldor, ·19961.
.
.
This paper discusses the interacting factors
causing such stability problems and particularly focuses
on the importance of feedback sensor location in reducing
the adverse effects associated with high load inertia.
Accurate theoretical models of a servo system with
feedback sensors placed in various positions are
developed. These models are then analysed in terms of
stability, .with practical considerations also presented.
The results of this analysis are then discussed, with the
performance of each model quantified through simulation
and application to the experimental rig.

Servo systems, consisting of actuators, drive
trains and loads, are commonly used throughout
both the robotic and machine tool industries.
One important servo problem is the precise
position and velocity control of each joint used in
a robotic manipulator.
Olle of the factors
governing performance of such systems is the
mism.atch that often exists between motor and
load inertias. This paper discusses the effect
such a mismatch has on servo system
performance. Methods of improving response
through careful placement of the closed loop
feedback sensors are discussed through a
theoretical analysis. These methods are then
verified through system simulation and
application
to
a
specially
constructed
experimental rig.

1 Introduction
There is constant pressure on manufacturers of both
robots and machine tools to continually improve the
accuracies of their machines. This push for higher
accuracy is also often coupled with a push for higher
response speed. Since DC servomotors and DC stepper
motors are the most cornmon drive teChnologies used in
robotic manipulators [Schilling, 1990], the overall
performance of a particular robot is dependant on the
accuracy of the servo systems used to control each robot
joint. Some factors that limit the accuracy of servo
systems include inertia mismatCh between motor and load.
friction, COiling, bearing vibration and backlash. The
research presented in this paper concentrates on
investigating one of these factors, namely the ratio of
motor to load inertias.
From the control systems perspective a low
motor inertia is desirable, as the resultant hiBb torque to
inertia ratio produces faster accelerations and better
transient response. However, there is an interaction
between the motor to load inertia ratio, flexing of the
motor-load coupling and positioning of the feedback
sensors, which can introouce underdam.ping or even
instability.

2 Servo System Modelling
:LIThe Traditiona.l ApproaCh
Traditionally, the designers of closed loop servo system
controllers treat motor and load inertias as a single
combined inertia. Along with this, the feedback sensor is
usually attached to the motor. In order to treat a system in
this manner, there is an inherent assumption that ~e
coupling device connecting the motor and load IS
infinitely stiff. However, in reality, all devices used to
form the motor-load coupling have finite stiffness and as
such, the load response is not identical to that of the motor
[Welch, 1995]. With this knowledge it is reasonable .to
question whether or not. a model consisting of a ~ingle
combined inertia is sufficiently accmate to desIgn a
reliable controller. Also, it is reasonable to question
whether the motor is the best location to attach the
feedback sensor.

2.2 Model Development
In order to concentrate on the effects that motor to load

Industry generally sussests that the inertia of a
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inertia ratios have on system performance, it was decided
to simplify the system to one with a motor and load
connected directly by a single non-ti8id shaft. With this
system, other factors, which would·. normally affect servo
system performance, have been minimised. Ear instance,
the small number of components minimises friction terms.
As no gearbox is involved, the backlash can be assumed
to be negligible. Also, the connecting shaft dimensions
can be chosen so that the shaft inertia is negligible (motor
and load inertias dominate) and any twist can be assumed
to occur over the length of the connecting shaft. To
further simplify the system, the motor Clm"Cnt loop was
assumed to be infinitely fast. This is a reasonable
assumption as the speed of a motor current loop is such
that it does not contribute to servo system stability
problems. A dialJ7am of the simplified system is shown in
Eigure 2.1.

The corresponding transfer function for a system
with an infinitely stiff shaft can also be determined by

=

setting 8.
8m•
equation (6).

This transfer function is given by

J,
S2

(6)

+!!.L s

J1
In this case, J t refers to the total combined (motor
+ load) inertia and B t refers to the combined friction
elements.

3 Analysis of Closed Loop Servo
Performance
3.1 The IntiDitely StitT Model
~

Tr.
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Figure 2.1 Diagram of simplified motornoad system

Figure 3.1 Closed loop servo system with infinitely
stiff shaft.

In Eigure 2.1,
•
T m is the torque produced by the motor,
• T) is a load-side torque,
•
B m and B) are the viscous friction coefficients of
the motor and load,
• Ks is the torsional stiffness of the shaft,

The block dia,ram shown in FilUle 3.1, represents a
closed loop seno. system using the model with an
infinitely stiff shaft. The main block represents the
transfer function of equation (6), while Kp represents a
proportional controller. For this system, the closed loop
transfer function is given by equation (7).

· e and 9) are the radial velocities of the motor
m

andloadshafts,and
•
9 s is the shaft twist (ie
9 m - 91).
Defining Jm and JI as the motor and load inertias
respectively, the equations of motion for the system in
Figure 2.1 are:

(7)

as =

e

= T B 9 Kos9
J I 91 = Ks9s - T d - Ble I

Jm

m-

m

m

m -

s

Stability

(1)

Since the closed loop system shown in Figure 3.1 is a
second order system and the coefficients of the
denominator in equation (7) are .all positive, it is relatively
cleartkat this system is always stable. However, for
consistency with the other models to be presentecl. a
stability analysis was performed on this system· using
Routh's Stabili~ Criterion [Oaata. 1990]. Table3.l,
represents the resulting may of coefficients.
Kp·K t

(2)
(3)
Using equations (1), (2) and (3), and considering
motor position as output, the transfer function given by
equation (4), was determined.

es = em - e.

--!.-[S2 + B. s + K. ]
Jm

J,

J,

(4)

S2

s·
A..aio, using equations (1), (2) and (3); however,
this time considering the load position as output, the
transfer function given by equation (5), was determined.

~

SO

1

!L
J1

Jt

0

KpK I
J1

Table 3.1 Array of coefficients for stability analysis of
the system in Figure 3.1

(5)

For absolute stability, all of the coefficients
located in the first row and the first column, shown in
Table 3.1, must be positive. As can be seen, the system
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will aJ ways be stable regardless of the individual
parameter values (since each parameter is also always
positive).

substitutions it was found that the system was stable for
all values of Jit K. and Kp. Hence, as with the infinitely
stiff model, this system will also be theoretically stable
regardless of the individual parameter values. This is
once again expected, as since the loop is closed at the
motor, the system is not dissimilar to the infinitely stiff
model. In this case, the effects of inertia ratio and shaft
flex appear simply as a load disturbance on the closed
loop servo system.

Practical Considerations
Although the system shown in Figure 3.1 is always stable,
it is not a realistic model of a practical servo system. As
mentioned in section 2.1, this is the model often used by
designers of closed loop servo controllers. In reality
though, no motor-load coupling is infinitely stiff and this
model cannot be implemented practically.

Practical Considerations
The servo system shown in Figure 3.2, is the system that
is most often implemented practically; however. the
controller is usually designed using an infinitely stiff
model (as shown in Figure 3.1). Although this system is
always stable (in the sense of absolute stability.), it is
usually underdamped and presents a challenging problem
to designers of precision control mechanisms.
The problem with using a feedback sensor at the
motor is that load position (or velocity) is the variable of
interest, and motor feedback does not always give a true
representation of load behaviour. This point can be
illustrated by a comparison between the frequency
responses of the system with motor position as output and
the system with load position as output.

3.2 Finite Stiff Model, with Sensor Attached to
the Motor

Figure 3.2 Closed loop servo system with finite shaft
stiffness and motor feedback.
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The block diagram shown in Figure 3.2, represents a
closed loop servo system using the model with finite shaft
stiffness and a single feedback sensor attached to the
motor. The block labeled 'System T.F. Load Position as
Output' represents the transfer function of equation (5),
while the block labeled 'System T.F. Motor Position as
Output' represents the transfer function of equation (4).
Again Kp represents a proportional controller. For this
system, the closed loop transfer function given by
equation (8), was determined.
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Figure 3.3 BOde Plot of Equation 4
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Stability
Using Routh's Stability Criterion, an array of coefficients
was formed. Due to the size of each array element, it is
not practical to present the .entire array in this paper.
However, for absolute stability it was found that the
inequality of equation (9) must be satisfied.
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Figure 3.4 Bode Plot of Equation 5
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A bode plot of the transfer function with motor
position as output (as described by equation (4» is shown
in Figure 3.3. Similarly, a bode plot of the transfer
function with load position as output (as described"by
equation (5» is shown in Figure 3.4.
A simple
comparison between these two plots reveals that the ~ros
present in equation (4), cause the motor and load pOSItions
to always be 180 degrees out of phase after a certain
frequency. In the plots shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, this
occurs at 102 radls. It turns out that both a higher load to
motor inertia ratio and a more flexible shaft, will cause

(9)
As can be seen, this is a rather complicated
inequality to solve. In order to simplify the analysis,
realistic values for the motor inertia and friction
components (which are directly applicable to the
developed experimental rig) were substituted:

=

~ ~"

=

Jm 0.000291 kgm2, Bm 0.001 Nmslrev,
and B1= 0.0005 Nmslrev.

This simplification allowed the system stability
to be analysed in terms of JI, Ks and Kp. After making the
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this phase shift to occur at a lower fr~uency. 'this
prompts an investigation of closed loop system
performance with the feedback sensor· positioned at the
load.

3.3 Finite Stiff MOdel, with Sensor Attached to
tbeLoad

Figure 3.5 Closed loop servo system with finite shaft
stiffness and load feedback.

The block diaBf&m shown in Figure 3.5, represents a
closed loop servo system using the model with finite shaft
stiffness and a single feedback.nsor attached to the load.
The block labeled 'SySll. T.F. UJad Po.itionas OUtput'
represents the bansf.. fanelion· of equation <5), while Kp
once againreprescnts a proportional controller. For this
system, the closed loop transfer function given by
equation (10) was determined.

It can be seen from Table 3.2, that a closed loop
servo system using a single load sensor as feedback can
experience stability problems. The system becomes
increasingly unstable as the shaft stiffness is reduced, or
the motor to load inertia ratio is increased. Using a large
proportional controller gain can also cause instability.
Practical CoDSidentioDS
While a feedback sensor at the load provides important
information about load behaviour, it was revealed in
Table 3.2, that such a system can experience stability
problems. .Since there are other factors' in a real system
that can further reduce stability, this is the most important
practical issue for servo' systems with a load sensor as
feedback.
Another major practical issue associated with a
load seDsor, is the difficulty in attaching such a sensor.
For many robots and machiDe tools it is not practical to
actually mount a load sensor. Even in situations where a
load sensor is possible, it may be much more expensive
than simply using a motor sensor as feedback.

3.4 Fmite Stiff Model, with Sensors Attached to
the· Motor amd the Load

(10)

Stability
Using Routh's Stability Criterion, an array of coefficients
was formed. As with Section 3.2, it is not practical to
present the entire array, due to the size of each array
element. However, for absolute stability it was found that
the inequality of equation (II), must be satisfied.
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Figure 3.6 Closed loop ser¥o system with finite shaft
stiffness and motor plus load feedback.

BIJ~K.Bm +~J~K. +B~JmB~ +~J.Bm +B~J~K. + B')~K.BI (11)
+B~IBI +B~JJB~ -~B~J~ -2KpB.J mBmJ1 -~B~J~ > 0

The block dia8l"&m shown in Figure 3.6, represents a
closed loop servo system using the model with finite shaft
stiffness aDd sensors attached at both the motor and load.
The two main blocks represent equations (4) and (5) in the
same . .nner as was described in Seetion 3.2. K.. and K.
represent. proportioDll feedback constants for the motor
and load resP'Ctively, while Kp .resents a proportional
conboller. Using KM KpKm and ~ Kpl{.a, the closed
loop transfer function given by equation' (12), was
determined.

Due to the complicated nature of the inequality
described by equation (II), a simplification was made
using the same substitutions detailed in Section 3.2.
These substitutions allowed system stability to be
analysed in terms of J it K.. and Kp. The results of this
analysis are presented in Table 3.2, with negative values
indicating instability.

Kp

K.

I
1
1
I
1
1
1
0.1
100

100
50
10
I
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.01
10

Motor:Load
Inertia
1
I
I
I
1
1
100

100
1

=

Result
1.89xIO·ll
9.34xI0·12
1.72xIO':12
3.27xI0·16
-1.71xI0" J3
..1.88xlO·13
-2.13xI0· 14
-1.46xlO· 1S
-1.71xl0·u

=

Stability
Using Routh's Stability Criterion, an array of coefficients
was formed. Once again, it is not practical to present the
entire array, due to the size of each array element.
However, for absolute stability it was found that the
inequality of equation (13), must be satisfied.

Table 3.2 Stability Analysis of system with load
feedback.
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B,J~K~Bm +BtJ~K: +BtJIIIB~K. +B:JmBmK. +B:JmBmK...

4.1 Overview

+ B~J,B,K. + B~JIB~K. + B~JIB~K... + B~JfK: + BIDJ~K:BI

The actual performance of the servo systems, using the
three different feedback methods described throupout
Section 3, was quantified through application to a
specially built experimental rig. This rig was constructed
to model the simplified motorlload system shown in
Figure 2.1. For more information on the construction and
features of the experimental rig, the reader is referred to
[Moscrop et al, 1998].
To effectively simulate the servo systems as
applied to the experimental rig, the mathematics package
'Matlab' was used.
Using the simulation model,
appropriate controllers were designed and then applied to
the experimental system.
For the purpose of simplifying the stability
analyses of Section 3, only pr9portional controllers were
used. For consistency, only proportional controllers have
been implemented in this section also. However, to
illustrate that the factors analysed in this paper are
applicable to both position and velocity servo systems, the
implementations use velocity control.

+ 2B.J~K.B,Kw +B.J~K~Bl - K.B~J~KL - 2K.BrlIllB mJ.KW
- 2K.B.J IIIBmJ1KL- K.B~J~KL > 0

(13)

In order to simplify the inequality of equation
(13), the same substitutions detailed in Section 3.2, were
made. These substitutions allowed system stability to be
analysed in terms of J., Ks and Kp, with the results of this
analysis presented in Table 3.3, with negative values
indicating instability.

KM

KL

Ks

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
100

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.1
100
100

100
50
10
1
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.01
10
10

50

Motor:Load
Inertia Ratio
1
1
1
1
1
1
100
100
1
1

Result
1.89xlO-9
4.67xlO·1O
1.72xI0·ll
4.28xlO·14
2.53xlO· 14
4.06xl0·14
-1.8xIO·16
1.84xlO·17
2.S2xl0·1O
-6.56x10-11

4.2 Motor Feedback

Table 3.3 Stability Analysis of system with motor plus
load feedback.

I

J

It can be seen from Table 3.3, that a servo system
using feedback at the motor and the load can still
experience stability problems; however, the stable region
is much larger than that of the system with only a load
sensor. Comparing Tables 3.2 and 3.3, reveals that
although this system has the same trends as the system
with only load feedback, there are some important
differences. For instance, with motor and load feedback it
takes both a very flexible shaft and a large inertia
mismatch to cause instability. With the same parameters
the system becomes stable again, by simply reducing ~;
while the system with only load feedback remains
Also, even with large
unstable after reducing Kp.
proportional constants, the system with motor and load
feedback remains stable unless KM is a much lower
proportion than KL •
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Figure 4.1 Response of Experimental system using Motor
Feedback.

Figure 4.1 shows the response of the experimental system
to a step input, using only motor feedback (as illustrated
in Figure 3.2). The inertia ratio is 1: 1 and the shaft has a
torsional stiffness of 32.5 Nmlrad. It should also be noted
that in all of the figures throughout this section, the
dashed line represents load response, while the solid line
represents the motor response.
It can be seen in Figure 4.1, that although the
system is controlled, there are notable oscillations.present
in· both the motor' and load responses. It does·· appear
however, that the flexing shaft damps the load response.
This is the best response that was attained using only
motor feedback on the experimental rig.

Practical Considerations
The fact that using both motor and load feedback can
increase the stable region and still provide important
information about load behaviour, would suggest that this
setup has the most potential. However, as mentioned in
Section 3.3, any risk of instability would be magnified in
a real system.
The other practical issues regarding the cost and
difficulties in mounting a load sensor are still a concern
with this system.

4.3 Load Feedback
Figure 4.2 shows the simulated response of the system
using only load feedback. The system parameters used in
this simulation are the same as those of the experimental
system. It can be seen that the system is unstable and
even though the analysis presented in Section 3.3
suggested that there was a region of stability, it was not
attainable. As such, load feedback was not implemented
on the experimental system.

4 Implementation of the Closed Loop Servo
Systems
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system. It can be seen that this control scheme produces a
much smoother result with only a small increase in rise
time. The same result is also possible with lar.er inertia
mismatches and more flexible shafts. Such a control
scheme is only achievable using both motor and load
feedback.
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An analysis of the factors causing instability in motorlload
servo systems has been presented. It has been shown
throughout this analysis that· the problem of instability
under motor-load inertia mismatch is a combination of the
inertia ratio, torsional stiffness of the motor-load coupling
and positioning of the feedback sensors. In particular, the
direct effects of servo system feedback positioning were
examined in terms of stability and associated practical
cODSiderations.
It was shown that when using motor feedback
only, the system is always stable; however, substantial
oscillations may be present due to the load response
differing from that of the motor. In contrast, when using
load feedback only, it is very difficult to maintain
stability. The best results were achieved using both motor
and load feedback. Placing feedback sensors on both the
motor and load allows the design of controllers that can
take shaft flex into account. Such control schemes
produce fast transient responses with minimal oscillations,
even under large inertia mismatches. This allows precise
control of robots and macbine tools under all conditions.
It was acknowledged that encoders mounted on
the load are not always practical and as such, the focus of
current research is to control shaft flex through an
estimation process, eliminating the need for load
feedback.

Figure 4.2 Simulated Response of the system.using Load .
Feedback.

4.4 Motor and Load Feedback
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Figure 4.3 Response of Experimental systc.m using Motor plus
Load feedback.
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Conclusions
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Figure 4.4 Simulated Response using a pole placement
controller.
Figure 4.3 shows the response of the experimental system
to a step input, using both motor and load feedback (as
illustrated in Figure 3.6). The system parameters are ~e
same as given in Section 4.1. If the responses shown In
Figure 4.3 are compared to those of Figure 4.1, i.t can be
seen that even with a simple control scheme uSing both
motor and load feedback, the response is greatly
improved. Although oscillations are still present during
the rise time; overshoot has been reduced, the steady state
is much smoother and the motor and load responses are
much more alike.
Using both motor and load feedback, it. is
possible to implement other control schemes With
improved results. For instance, Figure 4.4 shows the
simulation of a pole placement controller on the same
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